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About This Game
Ghostly Horizon is an intense 3rd-person spell-caster on spherical worlds. In a cute low-poly environment you enjoy crazy
battles with 30+ different spells, preferably together with your friends.
Focus is placed on both player-skill and teamwork in this matchbased game with quick rounds.
There is no story to follow and the aim of the game is to have fun and become a better player to be able to defeat the different
game modes in a harder difficulty!
And to top the Leaderboards of course!

GAMEPLAY
Ghostly Horizon provides intense and thrilling battles with a focus on player-skill and cooperation.
Combat feels dangerous and your winning streak can quickly go down the toilet.
So get ready for some awesome battles and clutch saves in this fun and crazy matchbased game.
2 Main Game-Modes: Invasion and Survival that can be played in both Singleplayer and in Co-op with up to 10 players!
3 Minor Game-Modes: Battle Royale, Conquest and Training Arena where you play either Free-For-All or Teambased PvP.

SPHERICAL WORLD
The world in Ghostly Horizon is a round (spherical) planet with completely free and open circumnavigation. There are no
borders or restrictions for player-movement.
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The planet features full day/night cycle with one sun and two moons along with a variety of biomes, including: Desert, leafwoods, pine-woods, arctic, lakes and more.

PLAYER SKILL
All players have the same amount of stats, what matters is how you allocate them to suit your playstyle.
Depending on your allocation of stats your character gets adjusted traits such as movement speed, jump height, cooldown time,
status effect duration, etc.
This together with choosing your spell-elements wisely during gameplay to accommodate your own personal playstyle is what
gives you the edge in battle.

SPELLS
The vision with spells in Ghostly Horizon is that there shouldn't be two spells that work exactly the same. There are many types
of spells: Projectile, Bolt, Spray, Slash, Ray, Instant, Self-targeted. All of these types have a number of spells in them and each
one is unique. There are 7 different elements with 4 spells each. A player can have 2 elements active at one time, each element
has its own style and which ones the player chooses will alter the playstyle of the player.
There are plans on synergy-spells that will arrive in an expansion after release. The player then gets a unique spell that is a
merge between the two elements chosen.

COOPERATION
A large part of Ghostly Horizon is cooperation, some game-modes require cooperation to be able to take objectives, others don't
enforce it. But nonetheless working together will give your team the upper-hand.
Healing-spells are designed mainly to be used on your friends, your survivability will most likely raise if you work together and
heal each other, before it is too late. You can also work together by casting a boost-ray on your friend to make his spells do
more damage, or cast a boost-AoE to make all your allies damage more while inside the area of effect.
Fast travel with teleports that are created by 3 or more players casting boost-rays on each other in a circle to conjure up a
teleport. It might be risky though, there is a hidden science behind teleports and you might end up popping out of the enemies
teleport if you don't know what you are doing.

GRAPHICS
Ghostly Horizon is presented in a low-poly style with a mix of hard and soft gradients in textures. The aim is a stylized,
beautiful and cute looking game that makes the intense gameplay and cut-throat battles come as a surprise.
We aim at an effortless feeling with a flow in both world-design and graphics-design.
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Title: Ghostly Horizon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Bit Nurse
Publisher:
Bit Nurse
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5 1.8GHz
Memory: 2048 MB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4000
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 400 MB available space
Sound Card: Any Stereo card
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ghostly horizon steam. ghostly horizon. ghostly horizon gameplay
love it, great game 10/10. Awesome game with a chilling message to tell regarding survival. The game will leave you with an
understanding that there are really no black and white when it comes to survival.. Game Mechanics:
The game focuses on logic puzzles and hidden-object-scenes and it's the first one I played in a long, long time. I was pleasantly
surprised by the design of both the scenes and the puzzles, both of which were fairly straight forward.
Plot:
The story focuses on your birth parents and the Emerald Maiden, a sort of retreat on the bottom of the ocean. It's a fairly
entertaining ride, but mostly there to link everything together.
Presentation:
Everything is presented in a sort of style that reminds me of Bioshock, but without the extreme decay and the genetic mutations.
The areas are lush and luxurious and the sound matches the scenes relatively well.
Completion:
If you have this game, just complete it, it's worth the little bit of extra time to get all of the achievements and shouldn't be too
much of a bother.. I like idea but it has few problems.
First. Patch ruined Twilight Struggle classical music and is replaced with crap.
Second DLC allows you use also Collector\u2019s Edition Card Art but you don't have to. I prefer classical original cards... but
even original cards are changed!!!!
I show you picture: https:\/\/s28.postimg.org\/svufko7j1\/EXAMPLEGAME.png
Third and final. Bugs. Bugs are not broken. New cards add new bugs. For example. You space card and you still get defcon 0.
Fix those 3 things and i give positive review.
. This a fun and unique top down RPG. The graphics crisp and entertaining, gameplay is very smooth and quick to learn. Worth
the download for sure.. Star Wolves 1 sold me this game even though it was short because I figured there would have been a bit
more development. Well there was to an extent but I couldn't find a way to escape the Viper storyline because first, if your lion
mothership is underpowered in a preceding mission, you die. So you get all the best sheilds and weapons on the lion. But then if
you choose a mission fork and disobey Viper you get kicked out of the Lion that she brought to the battlespace and guess what
to win the last mission with the hardest sheilds and turrets well you have to fight the Lion to escape and your new mothership is
an unamoured unsheilded freighter with no weapons. Well I tried a lot of things but there was no way to beat the lion if you
didn't want to go viper's way because if the sheilds were too low in the preceding mission you couldn't complete that and choose
the fork. Thus I uninstalled the game in frustration which was sad really because it is a game that held so much promise it is fun
collecting ships and resources and zipping about the galaxy but it is basically terribly scripted and assembled and it's basically a
huge pia. Pain in the Auxiliary exhaust. Following that there is supposed to be in existence a 4th instalment that maybe some
problems were fixed in but that is likely wishful thinking. & It's not the only game from this developer (1c) that seems to start
well and end half-finished with rumors of patches fixes and whatever but nothing readily available? If I could spit acid and
vitriol they would be suitably envenomed.
Just wanted to share with you all that I finally found a way to break away from the Viper mission fork right at the start of the
game if you ignore the MSF on the first mission and don't run the mission for that first encounter in the trader tub but continue
on to the next system you don't encounter Viper hence you can develop the other storyline forks that there may be I only found
one that was pretty short you just fight the beserks until they take over the galaxy but I still don't really know what the other
paths might be & I didn't like it because it was too short and the game didn't really play to it's strength which was developing the
skills to deal massive amounts of damage. At the end of the beserk fork I found it was impossible to beat the last mission
without missiles which when done properly deal a highly amusing level of damage to enemy ships and practically insta-smash
them but then with that one crescendo the game ends, and that alternate ending was quite unsatisfactory because you didn't
really beat the beserks and they took over the universe. I haven't combed through it to find other forks or try the Viper line using
the God Mode cheat and then sneaking off in that other tub to see where it leads although there are probably quite a few mission
forks they are quite hard to find and when they span practically the entire game it's quite hard to know where to save before the
trigger point oh well generally speaking though it has been quite a few years since this game has been released and I still haven't
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got around to exploring the full extent of it's contents. I don't know if I'm a fan of games where you might never complete them
in your lifetime for all practical intents and purposes, or within the window where the technology to run the game still operates,
with so much hidden content or what to think about it. Maybe if it hadn't been so clunky to navigate I would have turned it
inside out but that's not how it turned out. It was an ok level of fun to develop a strategy to win the last battle but all the same too
much a flash in the pan. The original storyline fork was well disguised as appearing only to be a side quest but the first
encounter pretty much decides the whole outcome of the game & where the other trigger points are is anyone's guess they could
be masked as anything.. Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com
Its like Galaga on Crystal Meth.
Seriously just like that.
Its one of those NEVER BLINK games.
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I'm not a big fan of the Unreal serie when it comes to single player but this is probably as bad as it gets.
Bad combat
Slow movement
Uninteressting story
Weak level designs
A lot of crashes
Bland music
I first thought the crashing issue was another windows 10 problem but on Windows 7 it is the same thing, and to have some
enjoyment in the game you have to alter the speed with cheats or change a text file! The text fix doesn't even seem to work
properly as it resets the speed between levels.
Stay away from this one and get a decent FPS instead.. This game is absolute RUBBISH. I wouldn't reccomend it to anyone. If
you want a good fishing game, Buy Euro Fishing, thru Steam.. I really liked this game. The first route I played was so so sweet
and the guy dropped on one knee and proposed and everything.
Game has some 'sexy' scenes but mostly to spice things up, no porn; mostly a cute romance story with good endings that give
you warm fuzzy feelings.
I felt the characters were very well done, some are very likeable, some I just wanted to punch in the face (which I think was the
intended reaction). I think this game would have benefitted a lot from voice acting, seeing how some are American, most British
and so on.. I just could not get into this game - the game play did not really have the Hidden objects part down pat - it is
difficult to understand what you require and the Help is not really helpfull - I actually found the clues to be clueless and
therefore will not be able to rate this game in a positive light. Good luck to other people who might want to play this.. I
remember buying this. I feel horrible.. The pi is not a lie. In Circles you navigate rotund mazes, trying to avoid becoming
tangent to any of them. In some puzzles you dash across radii, as circles pulse in time to your movement direction or speed. The
minimalist approach to the game has a geometrical appeal to it. Some levels appear to test dexterity when in fact they demand
looking at the circles from a new plane of thought.
I would never go as far as to say that this game contains ovals. At the same time, given the price point, I hoped for a greater
diameter. Something about its ellipse made me wonder if the two foci could have been more coincident. The geometry rarely
took my breath away. Overall it delivers on its premise even if it\u2019s not a perfect circle.
. So this seemed like it could be an interesting enough premise. Whack-a-mole with zombies. Not exactly groundbreaking, but
maybe some arcadey fun.
This game though, isn't very good. The basic mechanics are hitting zombies or digging holes for zombies to fall into. This is
made much more difficult since the controls are terrible, and your character slides around like he's in a Mario ice level. You
don\u2019t exactly slide so it\u2019s not a perfect description but that\u2019s the best way I can think to describe it. I tried
playing with both controller and keyboard and while keyboard was slightly more bearable I would not say I had a good time. The
whack-a-mole part is pretty precise in registering a hit, and you have to be fast, so anything being awkward about the controls is
a very bad thing.
One thing I found strange was the gravestones (which the enemies spawn from) being randomly generated, which meant that
sometimes a level would be hard since the graves were far apart and the controls suck, but then on retrying it all the graves
would be in one corner making the level stupidly easy. It seems like actually planning out the levels with the gravestone
placement would make for a better experience, especially since the levels increase in difficulty as the game progresses and adds
more enemy types and mechanics. Enemies\u2019 spawning is literally the only thing you have to manage while playing so the
randomness just seems like poor design.
The game is still pretty easy until the introduction of ghosts around level 8 or so, random spawns aside. The ghosts are honestly
terrible. When an enemy hits you, you become stunned for a few seconds. Ghosts can hit you, but the only way to kill them is
with a random pickup - the crucifix. However, as soon as you kill one another spawns, so it's pretty pointless. The problem with
the ghosts is that they often stand over the graves as zombies are spawning, meaning you can't get to the zombie and kill it. The
ghost just wanders around randomly so sometimes a couple of zombies will just be blocked off with nothing you can do about it.
And it\u2019s not like you can just dig holes to get around this, since you can\u2019t dig on tiles with gravestones and skeletons
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take 2 holes to kill, which you often don\u2019t have time or room for (and keep in mind this entire time how bad the game
feels to control). I don't mind challenge, but having like 2 mechanics in a game and then randomly making some enemies
guaranteed to get past is really annoying (and the game isn't exactly fun to begin with).
The sound design is also pretty dreadful. The music is generic atmospheric stuff, bland but inoffensive. But there's this weird
and off-putting 70's porn music that plays when you pick up tequila (kind of like this game's version of the fruit in pacman,
letting you jump on the zombies and kill them faster) and in the main menu mousing over any of the options plays a weird sound
of what I think is someone saying "dig" but it sounds more like "dink" and is just weird. When you complete a level it tallies up
the enemies you killed and plays an 8-bit chirp for each one making each level end with what is basically a burst of static.
It's pretty easy but becomes very tedious since every time you fail a stage it shows a game over screen and kicks you back to the
main menu where you have to select the stage again. Not a huge issue but adding a retry level option or something doesn't seem
that hard.
The game is also very short. It took me like 30 minutes to beat all 12 levels even with the annoying controls, and after that I just
played it a while longer for the cards. The last level changes things up with a flamethrower and no powerups but it's not really
any better. Really not worth the money it's being sold for, or any money at all in my opinion.
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